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September 3, 2019  

 

David B. Muhlhausen, Ph.D. 

Director of the National Institute of Justice 

810 7th St NW 

Washington, DC 20531 

 

Dear Dr. Muhlhausen,  

The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, The Leadership Conference Education Fund, the 

American Civil Liberties Union, the Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law at NYU Law, The Justice 

Roundtable, Media Mobilizing Project, and Upturn respectfully submit the following comments in response 

to the July 19, 2019 release of the FIRST STEP Act of 2018: Risk and Needs Assessment System report.    

 

The Leadership Conference is a coalition charged by its diverse membership of more than 200 national 

organizations to promote and protect the civil rights of all persons in the United States. Creating 

constructive pathways to redemption and rehabilitation in the criminal legal system has long been a top 

priority of The Leadership Conference and its members. The pervasive, unequal treatment of people of 

color and people who are low-income undermines our democracy’s founding promise of equality under the 

law. We write to urge the National Institute of Justice (“NIJ”), the Federal Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”), and 

the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) to acknowledge and correct the racial and gender biases in the Prisoner 

Assessment Tool Targeting Estimated Risk and Needs (“PATTERN”) assessment tool algorithm. Ultimately, 

we request adjustments to the risk score system and validation of this tool by independent experts before it 

is used to assess anyone in federal prison. Therefore, we ask the DOJ to suspend the use of PATTERN until 

it adequately addresses these concerns.  

On May 8, 2018, The Leadership Conference urged the House Judiciary Committee to vote “No” on the 

FIRST STEP Act”1 because we feared the Act’s lack of transformative “front end” reform would stall our 

justice system in the broken status quo.2 Further, we criticized the bill for “using risk assessment tools in 

an unconventional manner [because they] are unreliable and exacerbate racial and socioeconomic 

disparities.”3 We predicted that the law’s risk assessment provisions would result in incarcerated people 

being unable to decrease their risk category in order to earn credits toward early release to a residential 

reentry center or a halfway house.4 After members of Congress made key changes to move the bill toward 

meaningful reform, we ultimately supported the legislation while continuing to articulate concerns 

regarding the use of a “risk and needs assessment tool.” We submitted additional materials in April5 and 

June6 of 2019, detailing our outstanding concerns with the development and implementation of the new 

“risk and needs assessment” system as required by law. Now, nine months after the passage of the Act, we 

worry that these initial fears are substantiated. The development and implementation of the risk and needs 

assessment tool set forth in the July 19 report represents DOJ’s failure to adhere to the statute’s requirements  
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and threatens to significantly undermine the spirit of the law by indefinitely codifying our criminal legal 

system’s existing racial and gender disparities. 

At municipal, state, and federal levels, civil and human rights organizations, community-based advocates, 

computer scientists, attorneys, and policy experts have all warned against the use of risk and needs 

assessments and other algorithmic tools in the criminal legal system because they carry the potential to 

entrench existing racial bias and injustice.2 Our stance is nuanced. Though we discourage the use of these 

tools, we acknowledge their increasing presence in our legal system and advocate for appropriate safeguards 

to ensure their accuracy and fairness. Now, we reiterate our standing concerns about the BOP’s use of a risk 

and needs assessment to evaluate incarcerated persons for early release. The BOP should rectify the 

inequities in PATTERN’s racial outcomes and cease using different algorithms for different genders. The 

DOJ risk scores system has never been independently validated by non-IRC data scientists. 

I. Background regarding the FIRST STEP Act’s proposed risk and needs assessment 

system. 

The DOJ has advanced PATTERN as a new gender-specific risk and needs assessment tool that fulfills the 

FIRST STEP Act’s statutory requirement to assign a “recidivism score” to each incarcerated person that 

predicts their risk of committing a new crime within three years after release.7 The new tool purports to 

make use of both static risk factors and dynamic risk factors traditionally associated with either an increase 

or reduction in risk. While the FIRST STEP Act requires both risk and needs systems,8 to date, the DOJ has 

only released the risk system and asserted that the needs system is forthcoming. On July 19, 2019, NIJ, a 

research arm of the DOJ’s Office of Justice Programs, published a report to accompany Attorney General 

William P. Barr’s release of PATTERN.9  The report touts the tool’s power to maximize the number of 

incarcerated people eligible to earn credits toward early release, identify those qualified to participate in 

rehabilitative programming, and to ensure public safety. 10  Specifically, NIJ claims that PATTERN: (1) 

“achieves a high level of predictive performance and surpasses” other tools used to evaluate inmate risk; 

(2) “more appropriately aligns with the goals of the FIRST STEP ACT [by] mak[ing] greater use of dynamic 

factors; (3) exhibits that “predictive performance is unbiased across racial and ethnic classifications.” Each 

of these claims is misleading, for reasons we detail at length below. In particular: 

● The lack of transparency surrounding the design and development of PATTERN undermines 

accountability and frustrates the ability of outside researchers, academics, and advocates to 

effectively test tools and advocate for incarcerated persons.  

● The claim that PATTERN achieves a high level of predictive performance is belied by the fact 

that algorithms based on historical trends do not, and cannot, accurately predict crime. 

● The assertion that PATTERN makes greater use of dynamic factors is misleading at best, and 

several factors employed by PATTERN deserve more scrutiny.  

● The claim that PATTERN’s predictive performance is unbiased across racial and ethnic 

classifications ignores historical and enduring patterns of racial bias and discrimination that infect 

the data upon which PATTERN relies. 
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● The separation of risk calculations on the basis of gender raises serious constitutional concerns.  

Academics and practitioners alike have serious doubts about the effectiveness, fairness, and ability of tools 

like PATTERN to assess risk.11  The American Bar Association (“ABA”) has identified areas requiring 

consideration or clarification to help ensure that PATTERN will produce accurate, individualized outcomes 

that remain racially, ethnically, and gender neutral.12 We share the ABA’s concerns and doubts raised by 

academics and practitioners. Below, we set forth a set of additional concerns about whether PATTERN 

fulfills any of the claims made by the NIJ.13 

II. The lack of transparency associated with the design and development of PATTERN 

undermines accountability. 

The NIJ asserts that the system’s risk assessment tool was built upon and replaces the Bureau Risk and 

Verification Observation - Recidivism tool (“BRAVO-R”). However, remarkably little information is 

publicly available about the development, effectiveness, or accuracy of BRAVO-R. The absence of 

information about the tool on which PATTERN was based makes it incredibly difficult to substantiate the 

claims that PATTERN is an acceptable replacement for BRAVO-R.14 For example, the only public-facing 

documentation on the BOP website that references BRAVO-R is the Legal Resource Guide to the Federal 

Bureau of Prisons, from March 2019, which does not even refer to the tool by name: 

  

“Placement in the SOTP-R is reserved for high risk sexual offenders, based on the extent and 

seriousness of the inmate’s offending history, as determined by a formal risk assessment conducted 

by BOP staff.”15 

 

In short, a full evaluation of PATTERN and the process by which it was developed demands far greater 

transparency regarding the tools that led to it. If BRAVO-R served as the foundation for PATTERN, the 

DOJ must provide a full and clear description of BRAVO-R, including the data, methods, and decision-

making process used to develop, validate, and test it independently. Given the important role that BRAVO-

R’s initial scores play in PATTERN, it is essential for more information about BRAVO-R to be made 

publicly available. The absence of such information frustrates efforts to properly evaluate PATTERN, 

raising significant questions about its utility.16 More can and must be done to make PATTERN’s design, 

architecture, and training data open to independent research, review, testing, validation, and criticism.17 

III. NIJ’s assertion that “PATTERN achieves a high level of predictive performance” is 

belied by the fact that algorithms based on historical trends do not, and cannot, 

accurately predict crime. 

The claim that PATTERN achieves a “high level of predictive performance” in forecasting recidivism over 

three years suffers from several distinct, but overlapping, problems.  

First, it is critical to unpack the outcome being measured. PATTERN attempts to forecast recidivism, but it  
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does so by measuring “any arrest or return to BOP custody following release.”18 However, the notion that 

a risk assessment tool can accurately predict recidivism19 misunderstands the power of the tool and the 

underlying measurement problem. At best, because PATTERN is reliant upon rearrest data, it can only truly 

provide a baseline probability that an individual may encounter, and be arrested by, law enforcement.20 

Indeed, the use of “arrest as a measure of criminality fundamentally assumes that people who do the same 

things are arrested at the same rates.”21 In other words, risk assessment tools like PATTERN ask us to 

assume that arrest is itself not a biased measure of criminality. Of course, a substantial body of evidence 

indicates that this is not the case.  

Second, the main evidence for the claim that “PATTERN achieves a high level of predictive performance” 

appears to be the Area Under the Curve (AUC) scores.22 While the AUC is a relevant measurement of 

predictive validity, it is not the only measurement — nor should it be. As one scholar argues, “the AUC 

provides an incomplete portrayal of predictive validity” because, among other things, “it does not capture 

how well a risk assessment’s tool’s predictions of risk agree with actual observed risk.”23 Only reporting 

the AUC does not, in and of itself, offer sufficient evidence of predictive utility. NIJ should more 

comprehensively test PATTERN on a range of predictive measurements, and publicly release those results.  

IV. NIJ’s assertion that “PATTERN. . . makes greater use of dynamic factors” is misleading 

at best, and several factors deserve more scrutiny.  

The SA mandates the BOP’s use of a risk and needs assessment tool which uses both static and dynamic 

factors 24  and other history information to assign a risk category of high, medium, low, or minimum 

probability of violent or nonviolent recidivism for incarcerated persons in federal detention.25  The NIJ 

created PATTERN to fulfill that mandate.26 Unfortunately, the NIJ’s assertion that PATTERN makes greater 

use of dynamic factors rings hollow for several reasons. It is a claim undermined by the fact that static 

factors considered by PATTERN consistently outweigh the dynamic factors that inform one’s PATTERN 

score. Moreover, to the extent an individual seeks to engage in behavior that would improve their risk 

category, the finite weight given to dynamic factors and the limited BOP programming available to do so 

frustrate the goals of the FIRST STEP ACT. Finally, several concerns remain with the selection of particular 

dynamic factors included in the various PATTERN models.  

A specific example shows how PATTERN undervalues dynamic factors.  

A review of PATTERN’s static and dynamic factors, along with an example of how those factors and the 

BOP’s rehabilitative offerings interact in an individual case, is instructive. PATTERN’s static factors 

include: age at first conviction, current incarceration reason, sex offender status, age at time of PATTERN 

assessment, criminal history score, history of violence, history of escape, voluntary surrender, and education 

score.27 PATTERN’S dynamic factors include: general infraction convictions, serious and violent infraction 

convictions, technical/vocational courses, beneficial programs, participation in the federal industry 

employment UNICOR program, drug education, and fiscal responsibility non-compliance.   
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With these factors in mind, assuming a general recidivism model, take the example of a male deemed 

medium risk who was convicted of robbery in his teenage years (12 points) where he panicked, fought (1 

point), and attempted to escape (2 points). Twenty years after that first conviction, this person has been 

apprehended for a minor federal drug offense (30 points). While serving time for the second offense, this 

person participates in programs that reduce his recidivism score like drug education classes (-1 point) and 

completes drug treatment (-2 points).28 Despite his best efforts to lower his recidivism score and reintegrate 

into society, the static factors will consistently outweigh any subsequent progress. The heavy weight of 

static factors discourages incarcerated persons from participating in rehabilitation programs because their 

efforts ultimately will have no impact on their eligibility for release. 

These concerns are compounded when one considers the limited availability of rehabilitative programming 

in the BOP. The BOP boasts 17 programs: 11 psychology services programs, five education and vocational 

programs, and one chaplaincy services program.29 However, in the 102 federal detention facilities in the 

U.S., no facility offers all 17 programs.30 Waitlists for rehabilitation programs are unfathomably long, and 

the programming varies in quality.31 For example, the waiting list for the BOP’s literacy program is 16,000 

people.32 The process of awarding program placement to people in prison is opaque, infused with too much 

discretion, and hampered by limitations on program availability to make participation a reliable measure of 

one’s fitness for release.33 

Despite proclaiming the “greater use of dynamic factors,” NIJ concedes that static factors are weighted 

more than dynamic factors, making it nearly impossible for many people labeled as medium risk to benefit 

from their participation in rehabilitative programming.34 This is inconsistent with the spirit of the statute.  

Moreover, two specific dynamic factors deserve more scrutiny.  

The first dynamic variable is “non-compliance with financial responsibility,” which the report states is “an 

offender’s willingness to use income earned during incarceration for payment toward victim restitution and 

dependents.” This dynamic factor is only included for predicting general recidivism in PATTERN’s female 

model. As an initial matter, it is unclear how this variable will be measured given that it is defined, by its 

own terms, as “willingness.”35 To the extent this willingness is measured through historical data — which, 

again, is unclear as the report is vague on the matter — there are significant problems.   

Incarcerated people’s ability to pay fines or fees associated with a conviction should never serve as the basis 

to deny them freedom or the ability to meaningfully reduce their risk score. Individuals in prison are 

impoverished and do not make a living wage. Even if given the most lucrative jobs for a whole year, 

imprisoned persons cannot make more than $307.05 per year.36  On such a modest salary, incarcerated 

people can barely afford their life in prison, let alone pay conviction-associated fees and fines.37  One 

egregious example of the penal system punishing poverty is the cost of feminine hygiene products. 

Traditionally, menstrual hygiene products at prison commissaries have been extraordinarily expensive. In 

response to the public outrage, BOP changed its policy to offer these products to women for free in August 

2017.38 Further, Section 511 of the FIRST STEP Act now directs the Director of BOP to offer tampons and  
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sanitary napkins for free.39 To the extent that PATTERN’s “non-compliance with financial responsibility” 

dynamic variable was developed on and based on historical data — when those incarcerated were required 

to pay exorbitant rates for basic menstrual hygiene products — PATTERN risks penalizing those who may 

have otherwise directed earned income toward victim restitution and dependents, but instead choose 

necessary hygiene products. This is not a productive result. NIJ must more clearly describe how this variable 

was and will be measured. 

The second dynamic variable is number of technical or vocational courses “created as a count metric.” This 

dynamic factor is only included for predicting general recidivism – and not violent recidivism – for 

PATTERN’s male and female models. As a threshold issue, it is unclear from the report what, exactly, this 

dynamic variable is actually measuring. Given that, NIJ must provide more clarity. To the extent that this 

variable is measuring how many technical or vocational courses someone completes, there appear to be 

three options for scoring this variable: either someone has not taken a technical or vocational course (0), is 

currently in progress or has only finished one (>0, <=1), or has taken more than 1 (>1). According to 

PATTERN’s methodology, those incarcerated would receive 0 points for completing more than one course 

but receive between -2 and -4 for no technical or vocational courses. This logic makes no sense, given the 

available evidence on how vocational and technical courses help reduce future incarcerations.40 Therefore, 

we encourage NIJ to eliminate the factor of ability to pay when deciding incarcerated people’s eligibility 

for release altogether.  

V. NIJ’s claim that PATTERN’s “predictive performance is unbiased across racial and 

ethnic classifications” ignores historical and enduring patterns of racial bias and 

discrimination that infect the data upon which PATTERN relies. 

A fundamental, widespread criticism of risk assessment tools is their reliance on data that correlates with 

race to produce forecasts about an individual’s behavior.41 Doing so raises a concern that the forecasts made 

by the tool will reflect, reproduce, and exacerbate racial bias. The NIJ is well aware of this concern, stating 

that “nearly all indicators likely to be used within a risk assessment model have the potential to be correlated 

with socio-economic status (SES), race, and/or ethnicity.” 42  Accordingly, PATTERN’s developers 

attempted to measure the likelihood of non-white vs. white individuals being scored as minimum or low 

risk through the “relative rate index” (RRI) to “assess the magnitude of disparity across risk categories.”43 

The RRI, which, to our knowledge, has traditionally been used to assess disproportionate minority contact 

within the juvenile justice system, is but one way to assess certain disparities.   

In truth, NIJ’s claim that PATTERN is “unbiased across racial and ethnic classifications” is dependent on a 

constrained definition of racial bias as a statistical matter. The report defines a “racially unbiased” tool as 

one in which a tool is “correctly calibrated or standardized within racial and ethnic groups.”44  Further, 

though the report cites critical academic findings regarding metrics of racial fairness and risk assessment 

systems, it does not fully grapple with them. This research has shown that, given differing base rates of 

arrest amongst two groups, even if risk scores are well-calibrated, a system cannot satisfy other metrics, 

like equal false-positive rates.45 Of course, given that the underlying base rate here—rearrests—diverge   
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along racial lines, it is “mathematically impossible to develop a model that will be fair in the sense of having 

equal predictive value across groups, and fair in the sense of treating members of groups similarly in 

retrospect.”46  

However, that impossibility does not mean we should just give up and simply define whether a risk 

assessment system is racially biased or not through that single metric. Instead, it calls for a deeper analysis. 

NIJ must more expansively test PATTERN for racial bias, using a variety of available statistical measures 

including false positives and false negatives.47 We encourage NIJ to engage the many researchers in the 

field of computer science and data science working on fairness, accountability, and transparency, to conduct 

this kind of analysis.48  

VI. PATTERN’S separate risk calculations on the basis of gender raises serious 

constitutional concerns 

One of PATTERN’s defining features is its use of gender-responsive modeling to build a tool that forecasts 

recidivism risk at different levels for men and women. Such modeling is based on the proposition that men 

and women have differing recidivism risks based, in large part, on their gender.49 The inclusion of gender 

— and, in turn, the creation of a separate tool for men and women — raises serious constitutional concerns, 

such concerns deriving from the Supreme Court’s rejection of gender classifications that are grounded in 

statistical generalizations about groups.50 To the extent PATTERN’s differential scores for men and women 

are grounded in efforts to infer individual tendencies from group statistics, those efforts are constitutionally 

suspect.51  The NIJ should abandon this model altogether.  

Conclusion  

We appreciate the efforts undertaken by the DOJ to fulfill the mandate of the FIRST STEP ACT and are 

grateful for the opportunity to offer comments regarding the development of the risk and needs assessment 

to be used for that purpose. Unfortunately, however, our review of the NIJ’s report regarding the 

development and implementation of PATTERN leads to several troubling conclusions. First, the assertion 

that PATTERN “achieves a high level of predictive performance” is belied by the fact that risk assessment 

systems based on historical trends do not, and cannot, accurately predict recidivism.52 Second, the claim 

that PATTERN makes “greater use of dynamic factors” is misleading and several existing dynamic factors 

are problematic on their face.53 Third, for a variety of reasons, PATTERN’s predictive performance cannot 

be understood as unbiased across racial and ethnic classifications.54 Finally, using separate risk calculations 

for men and women raises serious constitutional questions. 

Therefore, we urge the National Institute of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the Department of 

Justice to address our fundamental concerns about PATTERN. While we acknowledge the release of 3,100 

incarcerated persons because of the sentencing and good conduct provisions that our organizations 

advocated for inclusion in the FIRST STEP ACT, we remain concerned about the racial, ethnic and gender 

biases that the “risk assessment system,” PATTERN, exhibits — which could be holding back thousands  
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more from the freedom they deserve.55 

We look forward to hearing from you soon. If you have any questions about the issues raised in this 

comment letter, please contact Sakira Cook, Director, Justice Reform at cook@civilrights.org or Antoine 

Prince Albert III, Technology Fellow at apalbert@civilrights.org. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

American Civil Liberties Union 

Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law at NYU Law 

The Justice Roundtable 

The Leadership Conference Education Fund 

The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights   

Media Mobilizing Project 

Upturn 

 

 

 

Enclosure: 

American Bar Association (ABA) Comment Letter 
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